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GOAL 1 – Encourage chapters to undertake at least one of the four programs of emphases for The Arts Facet:

1. Arts Integration
2. The Signature Arts Program – Classics Through the Ages
3. Poster Art Competition
4. Public Art

GOAL 2 - Assist Chapters with the use of the Service Delivery Model in their planning process that includes a comprehensive plan to fully integrate The Arts Facet.
GOAL 3 - Continue to provide chapters with guidance and the appropriate tools to support the implementation of effective programs that: include community partnerships which optimizes program impact; incorporate The Arts Facet with the integration of 2 or more Facets.

SUMMATION NEXT STEPS

List next steps here:
1. Provide direct support to Arts Facet Chairs regarding the use of the Service Delivery Model and how The Arts can be successfully integrated.

2. Continue to provide pertinent information regarding The Arts programs for the Western Area newsletter.

3. Continue to provide support to cluster chapters regarding transformational programming.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (IF ANY)
List Recommendations here: Expand training for Program Reviewers to include components and guidelines for Signature Programs.